
TECHNICAL LEGISLATION SUMMARY 

Impacting 2017 Championship Meets 

CAG -1 - Permit option of swimming distance events during prelims and fastest to slowest 

For the 1500M/1650Y, 800M/1000Y, give athletes and coaches the option of swimming these 

events in preliminaries.  The coach or athlete would designate a preliminary swim at positive 

check-in, which coincides with scratch deadline for the event. After the positive check-in 

deadline, the top 8 swimmers teams with the fastest submitted times who have not requested a 

preliminary swim will be seeded and swim in finals. The preliminary swims would be 

conducted from fastest to slowest. 

CAG - 2 - Permit option of swimming relay events during prelims 

For all relays, give athletes and coaches the option of swimming these events in preliminaries.  

The coach or athlete would designate a preliminary swim at positive check-in, which coincides 

with scratch deadline for the event. After the positive check-in deadline, the top 8 relay teams 

with the fastest submitted times who have not requested a preliminary swim will be seeded and 

swim in finals. The preliminary swims would be conducted as currently formatted by Indiana 

Swimming. 

PP-2 - Outreach Event Fees and Surcharges for all ISI Championship Meets 

Individual event entry fees and swimmer surcharges for the Indiana Swimming championship 

meets consisting of Divisionals, Age Group State, Senior State, and Swimfest shall be waived 

for athletes who are outreach athlete members of Indiana Swimming as defined in the Indiana 

Swimming Policies and Procedures 3.1.1.b. For Championships at the IU Natatorium at 

IUPUI, the $1.50 Nat surcharge will be reimbursed to clubs by the Diversity and Inclusion 

Committee. 

HSK-3 -  Use of Deck Pass for Coaches 

 Coaches MUST display their current USA Swimming coach credential or Deck Pass to gain 

deck access. The meet referee and/or meet director reserves the right to ask for coach credential 

or Deck Pass and/or deny deck access if coach does not comply or card is no longer 

valid/current. 

 


